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All novels are set in Boaz, Alabama.

FIRST NOVEL

GOD
AND GIRL

The life of fourteen-year-old Ruthie Brown has been as
common and uneventful as most any other teenage
daughter of a Southern Baptist preacher. She’s a rising
ninth grader, and fully devoted to her father, her family, and
her faith.
Then, she falls head over hills in love with Chicago
transplant Ellen Ayers, whose mother will be the new
Biology teacher at Boaz High School.
Ruthie and Ellen’s difﬁcult journey to understand each
other, the local bigoted community, and the world, took
nearly two years, dozens of late night Biology study
sessions, and three fateful trips to Mentone, Alabama.
The new truths and deeper understanding didn’t change
one essential thing. From the beginning, Ruthie and Ellen
knew their love was forever and always.
Visit richardlfricks.com/god-and-girl to learn more.

SECOND NOVEL

THE BOAZ
SCOREKEEPER

Micaden Lewis Tanner grew up on a farm and was an
excellent student and football player at Boaz High School.
But, he failed miserably on the basketball court. So, he
became the scorekeeper.
A court-side view gave Micaden a closer look at the
Flaming Five, and an opportunity to befriend the all-stars
from prominent Boaz families who knew nothing but a life
of privilege and the sweet sound of net.
All this changed May 25, 1972 during the high school
graduation party at Club Eden on Aurora Lake. The Flaming
Five did the unthinkable, molested and disposed of twin
girls from Douglas, and pinned the crimes on Micaden.
It took the innocent scorekeeper 79 years to secretly mete
out real justice.
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-scorekeeper to learn more.

THIRD NOVEL

THE BOAZ
SECRETS

In 1970, ﬁfteen year-old Matt Benson moves from Chicago
to Boaz, Alabama with his professor father to research
Southern Baptist Fundamentalism. Matt’s job, as unofﬁcial
undercover agent, is to inﬁltrate First Baptist Church of
Christ’s youth group.
Before school begins, Matt and fourteen year old Olivia
Tillman, daughter of Pastor Walter Tillman, become fast
friends, despite her faith. By the following May, Matt and
Olivia are madly in love, promising each other they will
reunite in three years when she graduates high school.
Sadly, things don’t work out, the two live their own lives, and
their paths never cross again. Until 2017, when Matt and
Olivia return separately to Boaz and have a chance meeting.
Will it be bittersweet or love everlasting?
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-secrets to learn more.

FOURTH NOVEL

THE BOAZ
STENOGRAPHER

White House stenographer Walt Shepherd is ﬁred by
President Andrew Kane for refusing to lie.
Walt returns to his hometown of Boaz, Alabama and learns
his high school girlfriend, Regina Gillan, is editor-in-chief of
the local paper. Their relationship is rekindled despite
being drawn into the growing divide between Democrats
and Republicans (Kanites).
With Regina’s urging, Walt accepts a part-time job with the
stenographic ﬁrm of Rains & Associates in Birmingham.
Unknown to Walt or Regina, the ﬁrm is owned by the
founder of the Constitution Foundation who is determined
to destroy President Kane no matter the means, including
murder. Will Walt and Regina discover and expose the
truth in time to save the nation from either a civil war or a
defacto Christian theocracy?
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-stenographer to learn more.

FIFTH NOVEL

THE BOAZ
SCHOOLTEACHER

Five prominent Boaz, Alabama men rape Katie Sims during
her 2002 Christmas holiday visit. Nine months later, Cullie
is born. In 2017, Katie and Cullie return home for Katie to
teach at Boaz High School and for Cullie to enroll as a
student. From the beginning of the school year, Katie and
fellow English teacher Cindy Barker become fast friends.
Over the ensuing weeks, Katie and Cindy endure sexual
harassment at the hands of assistant principal Patrick
Wilkins. In mid-October, after he rapes Cindy, the two
women decide to teach the six rapists a life-altering lesson.
Katie and Cindy dub their plan, Six Red Apples.
Two things emerge from the dilemma the teachers create:
the cost of real justice, and the blessings of eternal
friendship.
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-schoolteacher to learn more.

SIXTH NOVEL

THE CASE OF THE
PERFECTIONIST
PROFESSOR

The death of Adam Parker was ruled a heart attack.
Daughter, Marissa Booth, believes a local policeman killed
her father over a Facebook dispute. She hires Boaz private
investigator Connor Ford. Parker, a Biology professor,
contended long-term religious indoctrination triggered
genetic mutations that decreased the ability to reason.
Ford learns local businessman Roger Williams and son Alex,
a Republican candidate for governor, had a motive to kill
Parker. The professor believed the two were using bribes to
woo a gun manufacturer into building a facility in Boaz.
Just as Ford thinks he’s on the right track, he discovers
Parker had out-of-state enemies with ties to the 1929
Scopes Monkey trial who wanted him dead.
Will Ford discover the truth?
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-case-of-the-perfectionist-professor
to learn more.

SEVENTH NOVEL

THE BOAZ
SAFECRACKER

Fred Martin returns to his hometown of Boaz, Alabama
with two goals in mind. To distance himself from the death
of his wife of thirty-seven years. And, to partner with his
lifelong friend, Noah Waters, to crack a few local safes,
including those of Elton Rawlins and Doug Barber, two men
who got under their skin during high school.
Unknown to Fred and Noah, the Mosler safes contain wellguarded secrets: clues that could solve a 1973 triple
murder, and that could destroy Fred’s sister.
What starts out as an innocent prank, turns lifethreateningly serious. As Fred cracks safes, he falls in love
with Connie Stewart, his one-date high school classmate
who may conceal a secret or two herself.
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-safecracker to learn more.

EIGHTH NOVEL

THE BOAZ
SCHOLAR

Precocious Chicago teenager Mia Hudson loves the
marvels of science, but a one-year move to Boaz, Alabama
reveals a world trapped by religion and female jealousy. A
high school teacher recognizes Mia’s intelligence and
insists she tutor stunningly handsome football star Adam
Brown. Fireworks follow as Mia starts falling in love. Then,
she’s brutally assaulted and left to die.
Mia’s found alive, but left with haunting nightmares, and a
steeled determination to bring her ﬁve female attackers to
justice. Mia suspects her attacker is Adam’s girlfriend
Jessica Miller, and shares this with local police. Then,
Jessica’s kidnapped by a violent parolee. Without Mia’s
empathy and scholarly mind, a thousand piece puzzle might
not have a chance. Neither would a once-in-life love story.
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-scholar to learn more.

NINTH NOVEL

THE BOAZ
STALKER

Jennifer Stallings died of cancer three years ago. Widower
Carl Stallings, a Knoxville Christian school superintendent,
resigns at age 64 and returns to his and Jennifer’s home
town of Boaz, Alabama with two goals in mind.
The ﬁrst is to implement the vision for the newly-created
Boaz Christian School. The second, but most primary
reason, is to exact revenge on local city councilman and
business owner Wiley Jones for crimes he committed as a
teenager half a century ago against his three-year younger
girlfriend, Jennifer Dickerson.
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-stalker to learn more.

TENTH NOVEL

THE BOAZ
SEEKER

High school senior Cullie Sims stands to inherit a million
dollars from her biological father. Half-sister Riley Radford
says “no way,” and violently assaults Cullie twice in the
ensuing weeks.
Ingenious Cullie would ﬁnd a way to deal with the Riley
bitch if not for her earth shattering threat: “You forfeit your
inheritance or I’ll reveal evidence that’ll send your mother
to prison for life.”
After serious pilfering and deductive reasoning, Cullie
learns Riley possesses incriminating audiotapes. Further,
Cullie discovers her mother, and now-deceased Cindy
Barker, are responsible for the disappearance and death of
former assistant principal Patrick Wilkins. No doubt, Riley
has the power to make good on her promise. Cullie has to
act. The question is, how far will she go to protect her mom?
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-seeker to learn more.

ELEVENTH NOVEL

THE BOAZ
STRANGER

Lee Harding is a 66 year old professor still grieving the
suicide of his wife. The discovery of her diaries reveals
unimaginable horror concerning the 1969 disappearance
and presumed death of Lee’s childhood friend.
Prompted by a request from his in-laws for legal help, Lee
returns to his hometown of Boaz Alabama, and cannot
resist investigating his wife’s secret recordings.
Lee encounters Lillian for the ﬁrst time in half-a-century.
She’s the high school girlfriend who dumped him for Ray
Archer, the man Lillian now despises. Lee and Lillian team
up to discover the truth. Will Ray wind up in the cross-hairs?
If so, will the two amateur sleuths bring him to justice?
And nearly as intriguing, will Lee and Lillian rekindle the
love that’s lain dormant for ﬁfty years?
Visit richardlfricks.com/the-boaz-stranger to learn more.

Please support a local ar st.
The life of a ﬁction author is sometimes lonely given the
many hours working in solitude. But always, the utmost
difﬁculty is marketing, putting books in the hands of new
readers.
If you own or manage a non-bookstore retail business,
Richard respectfully requests you partner with him and
start selling his books. It’s a simple, split-the-proﬁts,
arrangement.
You pay a discounted price upfront for the books you
choose to offer. Once received, you display and sell the
books at retail (plus applicable sales taxes), and retain the
difference.
If interested, contact Richard.

richardlfricks.com
richardfricks@gmail.com
256-557-0517

BIOGRAPHY
Richard L. Fricks is the author of
eleven novels, all set in his
hometown of Boaz, Alabama.
After graduating in 1976 from
Auburn University with a degree
in accounting, Richard worked for
the international ﬁrm of Ernst & Ernst (now Ernst & Young).
In 1980, he started his own CPA ﬁrm, and managed the
practice until 1993, when he and his family moved to
Virginia Beach, Virginia for Richard to attend graduate
school.
After earning a Master’s in Public Policy and a J.D. in law,
Richard passed the Alabama bar and opened his own
practice in 1997. From the beginning, he preferred criminal
defense work, and by 2002, spent ninety percent of his
time defending those charged with serious felonies,
including capital murder.
Although Richard discovered a strong interest in ﬁction
writing while in law school, it wasn’t until 2015 that he
wrote God and Girl, his ﬁrst novel. Since then, he’s written
ten more, with the twelfth in the works.
Besides novel-writing, Richard manages The Pencil Driven
Life website, including the Write to Life blog, and provides
book coaching services to the beginning novelist.
Richard says, “I’ve always liked a challenge. Fiction writing
is the biggest so far.”

The Pencil Driven Life.

